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Customization continues to evolve, as more
and more couples want their weddings to
be unique. When we plan a celebration,
we always try to incorporate an element
of surprise or awe that is focused on the
couple and their likes – anything from the
menu design to the print materials to a
perfectly personalized note for each guest
at their place setting.

Learn inside tips and trends for your big day from some of the top wedding professionals in the nation.
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ceci johnson

JEANNETTE TAVARES
EVOKE DESIGN &
CREATIVE
WEDDING PLANNING
CALLISTA OSBORN
CALLISTA & COMPANY
WEDDING PLANNING

ALLYSON JOSEPH
BOB GAIL EVENTS
WEDDING PLANNING

Impersonal favors are a
thing of the past, so gift
intentionally or not at
all. Find unique ways to
give back to your guests,
such as sending them on
their way with a mini
cake featuring their name
written on top.

Think outside the box for your wedding-weekend
events and create one-of-a-kind experiences for you
a colorful welcome fiesta, or a sexy jazz night in lieu
of a sit-down rehearsal dinner, or consider a themed
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pool party rather than a standard day-after brunch.

MICHELLE DURPETTI
MICHELLE DURPETTI
EVENTS
WEDDING PLANNING
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While a classic
palette with whites,
nudes, and a hint of
blush will never go
out of style, there
is something to be
said for rich, vivid
tones that create
an unexpected and
beautiful aesthetic.

LACIE HANSEN

CALLAWAY GABLE

and your loved ones. Plan for a laid-back barbecue,

THOMAS J BLUMENTHAL
GEARYS
REGISTRY

For the couple who has everything, consider
gifting an eye-catching item. Christofle’s gold
“MOOD” 24-piece set is an avant-garde
decorative piece that houses flatware for six.
Its ovoid shape and reflective exterior make it
ornamental as well as functional.
INSIDEWEDDINGS.COM
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EXPERT
ADVICE

When it comes to springtime weddings, freshening up your celebration with the smallest
subtleties can be as easy as selecting the color of your chairs. Instead of settling for a
standard neutral palette, add a fresh pop of color with light pink, mint green, powder
blue, or even orange!
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MELISSA M C GOWAN
FLOWERS BY CINA
FLORAL AND
EVENT DESIGN

Think of ways to make an impactful impression!
One couple wanted to make a statement at the
entrance of their reception, so we created two
golden, mirrored walls and affixed escort cards
to the structure for a dazzling décor element.

NANCY COHN

We love incorporating
pops of vibrant colors in
classic bouquets for an
eye-catching and fun,
yet elegant design. Try
adding less common
tones, such as red and
fuchsia, to your blushhued bouquet for a fresh
and bold bridal look.
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JERRY SMOLAR,
CHAMELEON
CHAIR COLLECTION
RENTALS
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New statement
pantsuits, tuxedos,
and jumpsuits speak
to the modern
bride’s avant-garde
style and selfassured confidence,
while providing
effortless comfort.
Look for chic
twists on typical
embellishments, too!

CLANE GESSEL

HEATHER THOMAS
HEATHERLILY
FLORAL AND
EVENT DESIGN

BELLE MANJONG
THE BOUTIQUE BY B.
BELLE EVENTS
BRIDAL SALON

COURTESY OF RANDI RAHM

When deciding on a
venue, think of a space
that will transition
easily from ceremony to
reception. Your floral
designers will be able
to quickly repurpose
visually stunning flower
structures from earlier
in the day into elevated
arrangements for
evening festivities.

SOJOURNER AUGUSTE
ERGANIC DESIGN
WEDDING
PLANNING

HEATHER
LOWENTHAL
POSH PARTIES
WEDDING
PLANNING

Make every detail
count on your tabletop.
I love personalizing
the napkins – not only
do they add a special
element to the look
of the table, they also
serves as keepsakes for
the bride and groom to
use in their new home
after the wedding!
INSIDEWEDDINGS.COM
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